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Abstract— App stores or application distribution platforms allow users to present their sentiments about apps in the forms of ratings and reviews. However, selecting the “best one” from available apps that offer similar functionality is a difficult task—especially, if the selection process only uses the average star rating of the apps. To address this challenge, we have introduced a trust-based selection and ranking system of similar apps by combining the programmatic view (“internal view”) and the sentiments based on users reviews (“external view”). The rankings based on the average star ratings are compared with the rankings generated by our approach. We empirically evaluate our approach by using the publicly available apps from the Google Play Store. For this study, we have chosen a dataset of 250 apps with total 114,480 reviews from top 5 different categories—of which we focused our experiments on 90 apps that have at least 1000 reviews. Our experiments indicate that proposed holistic ranking that encompasses both the internal and external views is a better alternative than any ranking that focuses only on the internal or external view.
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I. INTRODUCTION

These days, for any conceivable category (e.g., messenger), there are plentiful (sometimes in thousands) of apps created for mobile devices. These apps, some of which are free, are easily available from a variety of app-bazaars (e.g., Google Play Store) [1]. Too many choices of available apps in such marketplaces make the selection of an appropriate one very challenging. A traditional way to address this challenge is to look at the average star rating score (out of 5) supported by the app stores. For example, 55.5% of apps have 4.2 stars on average and 44.5% apps have less than 3 stars ratings in the Google Play store according to July 2018 data [2]. A typical user always picks the highest rated app from the result list. However, this five-star rating system is questionable, and the average rating is often influenced by users’ two extreme choices of either five stars or one-star [3]. Thus, to select a good quality app, the average user rating is not sufficient—a deeper analysis of all available evidences is necessary.

To address this challenge, Chowdhury and Raje [4] introduced a selection technique based on investigating the programmatic view (i.e., analyzing the app code) and comparing that view with the user perspective (i.e., user reviews/star ratings). They did not investigate the sentiments associated with the user reviews in depth. As user reviews could be biased or manipulated by various factors (e.g., poorly written reviews) [5], an in-depth investigation is necessary to provide a holistic view of any app and a comprehensive ranking of similar apps. Any such comprehensive effort will involve developing a scheme that includes both the programmatic view as well as the user perception1—such a scheme is the focus of this paper.

We describe a holistic ranking system for apps created using the principles of static code analysis, theory of evidence, Subjective Logic, and Natural Language Processing (NLP). We have empirically validated the proposed system in the context of the Google Play Store. For this study, we have chosen a much larger dataset (as compared with the one used in [4]) that contains 50 apps each from top 5 different categories—games, tools, entertainment, communication, and photography available in the Google Play Store [6].

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II describes our approach in detail. The dataset, experiments, and results are discussed in Section III. Section IV covers the related literature on different approaches used to quantify the trust of mobile apps before or after their development. Finally, we indicate the contributions of this paper and summarize the potential improvements to be explored in future.

II. PROPOSED APPROACH

Figure 1 describes our approach—it contains following steps: create the data set, generate internal and external trust tuples, combine them to quantify the trust of an app and finally, use these combined tuples to rank-order various alternatives. Below we describe each of these steps in detail.

A. Creating the Dataset

We initially, as indicated earlier, selected top 250 apps from the Google Play Store. Out of these apps, we identified 90 apps that contain at least 1000 reviews and used them in the study. This resulted in the dataset that contained 20 apps from the Communication domain, 7 apps from the Entertainment domain, 10 apps from the Games domain, 43 apps from the Photography domain, and 10 apps from the Tools domain. In order to compute the average star rating for each app, we have only considered the star ratings associated with these 1000 reviews. For these 90 apps, we downloaded their APK (Android Package Kit) files. In addition, we extracted most recent 1000 reviews each of these 90 apps. These 90,000 reviews were scrapped using

---

1 In this paper, we have used the words “programmatic view” and “internal view” and the words “user perspective” and “external view” interchangeably.
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Python with its Selenium and Beautiful Soup libraries. We collected the following data about each app: app title, review text, review creation time, and the star rating.

Aggregation of tuples and rank ordering. Based on the bug priority and bug rank [1-20] identified by FindBugs, each tuple associated with an evidence is given a weight by assigning the bug rank and a consensus cumulative weighted fusion operator [11] is used to combine individual tuples into a single tuple. Once single tuples for all similar apps are generated then these apps can be rank ordered using the ordering operator. The ordering operator uses the notion of probability expectancy. For each app, we normalize our rating to out of 5 to allow the comparison of our rankings with the Google Play Store’s rankings.

C. Trust tuples based on External Evidences

The tasks involved in the process of generating external evidences and associated ranking are: review preprocessing, Sentiment classification, and creating trust tuples.

Review preprocessing. Pre-processing aims to present an app’s review in an organized format and increases the machine understanding on the text, as most reviews are in the form of unstructured text. Reviews scraped from the Google Play Store are encoded to Unicode and stored into CSV files. Before passing the reviews for sentiment analysis, they are decoded from Unicode. To normalize Unicode data in Python, the unicodedata.normalize(form, unistr) [12] method has been used that is supported by unicodedata library. This method is used to remove umlautes, accents, and other similar features. These pre-processed reviews are then acted upon by the sentiment classification to predict the sentiment of the user while creating that review.

Sentiment classification. The sentiment classification process categorizes a review to be either Subjective or Objective. The output of this process is the sentiment score (range from 0 to 1). If the review contains a positive or negative sentiment, the review is classified as subjective; else, it will be objective (classified as neutral). In the polarity classification, subjective reviews are further classified as positive or negative. The sentiment of review is classified based on the sentiment lexicon that is associated with the subject – the range of sentiment varies from -1 (negative) to +1 (positive). Any review that has a polarity value of 0 is counted as Neutral. We have used, similar to the approach employed by Gallege in [40], a tool called TextBlob (https://textblob.readthedocs.io/en/dev/) for the sentiment analysis of the pre-processed reviews.

Creating Trust tuples. Gallege has presented an algorithm to map the sentiment values to trust tuples [33]. It, for each review, obtains a sentiment score from TextBlob and maps it to an individual trust tuple. These individual trust tuples are then merged using the consensus operator into a single <b, d, u> tuple. However, his algorithm does not consider the boundary case [0, 0] this case is found in approximately 10% of the total reviews, and the subjectivity value has no role in the trust tuple mapping. Hence, we developed a new mapping scheme to enhance Gallege’s algorithm – we consider the boundary case of [0, 0] as a neutral evidence and utilize both the polarity and subjectivity values to categorize the reviews as positive, negative, and neutral evidences. Our approach is indicated below:
The combined tuples of similar apps allow us to rank-order these apps using the ordering operator [13], which uses the notion of probability expectancy. To order similar apps, it compares the ratio of \((b+u)/(b+d+2*u)\) and assigns the highest rank to the tuple that holds the greatest ratio. To break any ties, the ordering operator uses the uncertainty value. We normalize our rankings to be out of 5 to allow the comparison of our rankings with the Google Play Store’s rankings. Finally, the combined rankings generated by our algorithm are compared, using the Kendall Tau Distance method [14] that counts the number of pair-wise variance between two ranking lists – similar to the work presented in [4]. Distances of 0% and 100% are the indication of being the same and opposite rankings respectively.

III. Results and Discussion

There are four different kinds of rankings that can be obtained using the outcome of experiments. These are: a) average star rating based ranking (default in the Play Store), b) ranking based only on the trust tuples computed for the internal view, c) ranking based only on the trust tuples associated with the external view, and d) ranking based on the tuples generated after combining the internal and external views. These four rankings present multiple scenarios for comparing. Hence, we discuss our results using such scenario analyses – similar to the approach advocated in [4]. Table I shows the computed Kendall Tau distances for four such comparisons in the context of homogeneous (i.e., providing same functionality) apps.

A. Scenario 1: External vs. Average Rating

As seen from Table I, the Kendall Tau distances between apps for all five categories are smaller (0% to 16%) when we compare rankings obtained by the external and average ratings – indicating that these two rankings are fairly similar to each other. Although this is intuitive, as the review narrative should be consistent with the star rating, we investigated the reviews in the Games category to support/refute this intuition. For example, for the review “How to play this game?” the user provided a rating of 5. However, TextBlob returned a negative sentiment for this review – reflecting a mismatch. A review “I spend way too time on this game” reflected a positive emotion of the user and the user also provided 5-star rating for this review. However, TextBlob returned a negative sentiment score for this review – again, reflecting a mismatch. Such mismatches indicate that although for our dataset, the distances between average and external rankings are small, the star ratings in many cases are not a true reflection of the associated review narrative.

B. Scenario 2: Internal vs. Average Rating

Table I indicates that the dissimilarity between internal rankings and average rankings for all categories is more prominent (24% to 56%) than the distance discussed in the preceding subsection. In the Communication category, we found two apps (Mood Messenger and Facebook Messenger) that have opposite orderings – e.g., Mood messenger has a rank of 2 out of 20 based on the user ratings; while its rank is 20 based on the internal evidences. The opposite is true for the Facebook Messenger – a rank of 19 based on user ratings but a rank of 2 based on internal evidences. These cases are grouped into two following categories:

Good to Bad. The users rated the Mood Messenger as having a high rank, but the internal evidence-based algorithm ranked it very low. A few supportive (first two) and a few critical (last two) user comments include:

“...This has to be the best sms/mms app yet. Love the themes and the individual theme settings for each contact. Background, bubble style and color. Just a well thought out app. Love it. Galaxy S9+”

“I have played with many texting apps, and this is the best. It is picture, emoji, and GIF-friendly. It allows you to customize backgrounds for each contact (a feature I enjoy), and easily allows for the scheduling of messages.”

“It is so buggy is causes everything on my phone to go haywire.”

“I used to love this app, but recently it started messing up to where I was not receiving my messages. I ended up having to go back to using the default messaging app”

The above supportive reviews appear to be more focused on aesthetical aspects (e.g., theme setting or customize background), while the critical reviews seem to emphasize the issues with the failure of the app in terms of functionality (e.g., buggy or not receiving message) – a view reinforced by our internal evidence based ranking scheme. In order to carry out a deeper analysis, we analyzed randomly selected 41 sample reviews from the 1000 reviews. We used a sampling calculator (https://www.surveysystem.com/sscalc.htm) to decide the sample size with confidence level and confidence interval values set to 95% and 15 respectively. In these 41 the sample reviews, 35 were supportive reviews and 6 were critical. Such an imbalance reflects why the app is having high user rating.
We investigate this scenario with two different apps from the discussion in Scenarios 1 and 2 also hold for this scenario. The issues that were between internal and external evidence-based rankings are quite similar to the scenario 2. The issues that were discussed in Scenarios 1 and 2 also hold for this scenario. We investigate this scenario with two different apps from the Photography category – photo editors from mmosoft and axiem systems.

**Bad to Good.** The users rated the Facebook Messenger as having a low rank, but our internal evidence-based algorithm ranked it at the top. Two supportive comments and two critical comments, for this app, are given below:

“This app works so well. A family member and I had a video chat for about 15 minutes and it didn’t have to reconnect not even once. The quality was great and I loved it!!!”

“Good chat and good call and videocall vary good voice sms good cominkishan and vary good cam am all time toking from messenger all pipels”

“I hate it is so much when any app such as messenger stops working and forces you to update it. I am satisfying with old one and I don’t have time and internet to update”

“Other apps with same application are having less size. Messenger has nothing new but the most bulky messaging app. Reduce app size.”

The above supportive reviews appear to be spot on the functional aspects (e.g., good video call) – a view enforced by our internal evidence-based ranking scheme. Alternatively, the critical reviews seem to highlight the issues with the failure of the app to deliver wish list (e.g., reduce app size). Again, for a randomly selected sample size of 41 reviews, the number of positive reviews is less than the critical reviews (the number of positive reviews is 5 and the number of bad reviews is 35), thus, providing a poor rating for the app. Hence, in the case of this particular app, even though there is a difference between the user rankings and the internal evidence-based ranking schema, a user who is concerned on the functional aspects of the app would tend to agree with the internal evidence-based ranking. We also found reviews (see below) where the user is trying to convey technical issues to the developer, but assigns a 5-star rating to the app.

“I had been a long time user of this app but when i switched phones. The quick reply menu on the notification bar displays the same contact picture even though i assigned different ones. And the badge notification isn’t disappearing even though there are no new messages or anything. Pls help.”

In summary, average star rating cannot be considered as the true reflection of reviews, which could be another reason for the dissimilarity between these two ranking schemes.

C. Scenario 3: Internal vs. External Rating

For this scenario, from Table 1, we can see the distances between internal and external evidence-based rankings are quite similar to the scenario 2. The issues that were discussed in Scenarios 1 and 2 also hold for this scenario. We investigate this scenario with two different apps from the Photography category – photo editors from mmosoft and axiem systems.

**Good to Bad.** The external evidence-based ranking positioned the mmosoft app at 2 out of 43 apps; while the internal evidence-based ranking placed it last at 43. For each supportive and critical category, two sample comments are given below:

“I liked this app very much. Beautiful frames r there. Loved it.”

“Good app, has many designed collages”

“When i clicked any pic it showed any other pic”

“Useless app... cant save n view in local gallery.. dont waste ur time downloading this app”

The supportive reviews appear to be more focused on the UI aspects rather than the functional aspects (e.g., beautiful frame or collages), whereas the critical reviews seem to address the functionality issues (e.g., can’t save). Similar to the previous scenarios, we randomly selected 41 reviews for this app for further investigation. 30 reviews, out of 41, were supportive and 11 were critical – resulting in a high ranking for the app in the external evidence-based ranking.

**Bad to Good.** The Axiem Systems app was ranked at 35 by the external evidence-based ranking; while it was ranked as the top app by our internal evidence-based ranking. Again, supportive and critical comments for this app are given below:

“I love this app. It’s so simple and just does exactly what I need it to do for drawing and writing on photos. Easy, accessible and attached to lots of social media. I love this so much.”

“Best photo app out there, does anything and everything u need in one free app. Magnifies pixs, better than zoom apps”

“Ever since I downloaded this app my phone started to have ads out of no where. It’s horrible!!!!!”

“Does not maintain transparent background.”

The supportive reviews appear to focus on functional aspects (e.g., Magnifies pixs), while the critical reviews seem to underline the issues with the external features (e.g., have ads). For randomly selected sample size of 41, the number of positive reviews (15) is less to the number of critical reviews (26) – leading to a lower ranking. In this case, a user who is concerned on the functional aspects of the app would likely agree with the internal evidence-based ranking scheme.

Table I: Distance between Ordering based on Average Rating and Combined Rating - Homogeneous Apps

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>App Categories</th>
<th>External &amp; Average rating (Distance %)</th>
<th>Internal &amp; Average rating (Distance %)</th>
<th>Combined rating &amp; Average rating (Distance %)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Communication</td>
<td>9%</td>
<td>56%</td>
<td>51%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Photography</td>
<td>11%</td>
<td>48%</td>
<td>43%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Entertainment</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>24%</td>
<td>19%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Games</td>
<td>16%</td>
<td>31%</td>
<td>29%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tools</td>
<td>14%</td>
<td>33%</td>
<td>28%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
D. Scenario 4: Combined vs. Average Rating

Previous three scenarios have illustrated the fact that rankings based on partial evidences – i.e., only average, only internal view, or only external view – result in significantly different rankings. Hence, in order to provide a holistic view, there is a need to combine internal and external evidences. To achieve this combination, we decided to assign equal weights to both the internal view tuple and the external view tuple and use the consensus operator. As seen from Table I, the distance between the average star ranking and the combined ranking varies from 19% to 51% for different categories – and it is lesser than other distances, excluding the external view-based ranking and the average ranking. Also, the combination leads to the ranking that lies between the two extremes (i.e., average and external versus average and internal) represented by columns 2 and 3 in Table I. Below, we summarize the reasons behind these observations and present a justification to advocate the combined ranking as more appropriate and trustworthy over the average rating based ranking of apps.

User star ratings, as described earlier, are not always a true reflection of reviews. Reviews such as “So nice” or “Good app” are associated with a rating of one star highlights the mismatch and does not reflect the correct sentiment. Similarly, reviews such as “Not sure” and associated user rating of five stars, again, do not reflect the right emotion of the user. Such mismatches lead to incorrect average rating and thus, not proper ranking based on the average ratings. Also, users most of the time use unstructured text to write a review – e.g., a review such as “grittii” with rating 5; where it indicates a positive sentiment but according to TextBlob, it is a neutral evidence. TextBlob also fails sometimes due to the lack of app store specific domain knowledge. Thus, it is neither fair nor sufficient to only use the star ratings or its combination with the external narratives. Conversely, when we deal with internal evidences (i.e., analyses of bytecode) there is no possibility of such an ambiguity as static code analysis tools entirely focus on the functional aspects of an app. Although static code analysis tools do return many false positives, a scheme to rank the errors, such as the employed by FindBugs, helps in providing proper internal evidences. When we combine both the internal and external evidences and generate a rank list, it not only encompasses all perspectives but also helps in overcoming such idiosyncrasies associated with reviews.

We describe this scenario using two randomly selected apps from the Games and Entertainment category – game2048 created by s2apps and fakeacallfree2 created by excelltech.

Good to Bad. The average rating-based ranking placed the game2048 app at 2 out of 10 apps, while the combined ranking placed it at 8. For each supportive and critical category, two sample comments each are given below:

“I’ve always loved this game, and the undo button make it a lot easier to get higher scores”

“Addictive and definitely challenging game with bright user interface.. loved it”

“This game is best no doubt- but this application is too slow.”

“Very Buggy This is a great version of the game, but constant ads and loss of progress are very frustrating. Its to bad there isn’t a pro version with save.”

The supportive reviews appear to be more focused on the UI aspects rather than the functional aspects (e.g., undo button, bright user interface), whereas the critical reviews seem to address the functionality issues (e.g., loss of progress). Similar to the previous scenarios, we randomly selected 41 reviews for this app for further investigation. 34 reviews, out of 41, were supportive and 7 were critical – resulting in a high ranking for the app in the external evidence-based rating.

Bad to Good. The fakeacallfree2 app was ranked at 6 by the average rating-based ranking; while it was ranked as the top app by our combined ranking. Again, supportive and critical comments for this app are given below:

“Get this app It is soo cool no ads and it look like it real! I can fake like on a. Phone call to get my stuff out of things.”

“It works great on my huawei p6 I tried several similar apps, but none of them was working properly, I couldn’t answer my fake calls. This one works great for me.”

“this app is for lonely people who can’t get real people pr people without friends to call them.”

“Fake App Such a bad app I request you all please don’t waste your MB for such a crap!”

The supportive reviews appear to focus on the functional aspects (e.g., works great), while the critical reviews seem to underline the issues with the ethical usages (e.g., misusing the app). For randomly selected sample size of 41, the number of positive reviews (17) is less to the number of critical reviews (24) – leading to a lower ranking. In this case, a user who is concerned on the functional aspects of the app would likely agree with the combined ranking scheme.

IV. RELATED WORKS

To make the mobile application bug free, there are many approaches – among them is testing (e.g., functional testing). As many of the apps are concurrent in nature, Google has provided Espresso [15], which allows the creation of Android UI tests. Another built-in tool that comes with the Android developers’ toolkit is Monkey. It is capable of generating UI events [16]. Ma et al. [17] also present an automated testing tool called Bug Rocket – it runs in the distributed testing environment that is based on reverse engineering techniques. Other supportive tools to test mobile applications are SwiftHand [18], EvoDroid [19], and Dynodroid [20]. Static code analysis tools can also identify various possible security violations, runtime errors, and logical inconsistency in an app. Tools such as FindBugs [21] and Jlint [22] can perform bytecode analysis. By applying FindBugs, Hammad et al. [23] presented an approach that recognized particular categories of bugs that occurred less frequently in high rated apps and more in low rated apps. They investigated the associations between each category of bugs in an app and the corresponding app rating.

Sentiment analysis has been extensively used to evaluate reviewer comments and suggest recommendations in many domains such as movies, and products [24]-[26]. Sentiment analysis has been also used on app store reviews by a few research efforts [27, 28] to maintain and improve apps. In [29], authors have used the review-to-topic mapping technique where the list of topics help the developer to understand and interpret the most requested feature by the users to be on the top of the list. Pagano and Maalej [30] and
Palomba et al. [31], have done the similar work, where they investigated the types of user feedback and revealed how developers consider user reviews to improve in terms of rating.

Only a few efforts have quantified trust tuples based on the reviews of apps [32, 33]. As indicated earlier, these efforts have either not considered large datasets or not created a combined view of the apps. We have applied a similar concept, based on the Subjective Logic, for the available internal and external evidences. In addition, based on the trust values, we generate the rank ordering of the apps. Such a rank order helps the users in the selection process of apps having similar functionalities.

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we have presented a framework to model and quantify the trust of apps and to generate a trust-based rank order of homogeneous apps. It provides methods to analyze and aggregate internal and external evidences by performing static code analysis, sentiment analysis, and subjective logic based operations. Such a combined aggregation provides a holistic view of apps and a well-rounded ranking of apps. The results of our experiments indicate that a combined ranking has less Kendall Tau distance with the star-based average ratings than rankings just based on the internal view. In addition, the combined ranking has less Kendall Tau distance with the star-based average ranking than the distance between the internal and external rankings.

Our future efforts will address the following challenges: many downloaded apps are not used more than once in the first six months. As of July 2018, only 33,293 apps from the Google Play Store have been downloaded more than 1 million times and 1,221,115 apps are downloaded less than 100 times [34]. Hence, one future exploration is to consider the temporal aspects of the app reviews and their downloads. Another direction of future work is to train the TextBlob using sample reviews from the app store to provide adequate domain knowledge. Finally, we plan to incorporate different techniques (e.g., model checking) or different evidences (e.g., collusion checking, Ad presence checking, system specification, number of downloads, user and developers’ reputation) to generate internal evidences and use them in the rankings.
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